Steam Appliances
Sienna Brand steam appliance products have been created to improve the lifestyle of
consumers by providing a healthier home and more Eco-Friendly Environment. Our more than
twenty years of steam appliance design and manufacturing in the floor care, all purpose, and
garment care category has provided us a greater insight than any other supplier in the industry.
Sienna products are designed for maximum efficiency and ease of use. Our look is clean, simple,
high quality, built to last and maintenance free. At Sienna we are constantly researching and
developing new product concepts. Our go to market strategy brings the newest cutting edge
features and product designs at popular retail prices. Sienna offers a full range of household
appliances that steam, press, refresh, sanitize, clean, and deodorize just about everything in the
home and office from floors to clothing to furniture to the kitchen sink!
Sienna products do all these things in environmentally friendly chemical free method using only
water to clean and sanitize surfaces. Sienna endorses and incorporates green technology in all
its products. That's putting the power and germ killing effects of clean and natural steam where
it counts. Sienna products have made millions of believers throughout Europe, Asia and now in
the USA. Sienna has always been on the cutting edge of intelligent and highly practical products
and steam generating technology, for anything new in steam, look to Sienna!
Our newest product introductions include the Visio Window Steam Cleaner, Aqua Fusion Steam
Mops, and Luna Pet Steam Cleaning System that all incorporates our cutting edge cleaning
features and a functional beautiful design.
Sienna’s New Visio Window Steam Cleaner powers through dirt and grime on all your
household glass, window and other surfaces making them sparkling clean in no time.
The Sienna Aqua Fusion Steam Mop is available in 4 Vibrant Colors for spring 2014, including
Dazzling Blue, Caribbean Sea, Lime Green, and Fusion Coral. This unit puts you in total control
of your cleaning with its essential features including trigger driven Steam Control to clean most
sealed floor surfaces, removable water tank and folding handle for easy storage.
Luna Pet is the first steam to combine the micro pulse technology and 3 levels of adjustable
steam control with illumination from a powerful LED light source.
Not only is the Luna great for floors, but it can also be used on an endless amount of surfaces
with the Pet accessory kit by simply removing the handle and mop head, then attaching the

shoulder strap to the unit allowing it to become a portable steamer with multiple cleaning
attachments. With the Luna Pet accessory kit, Luna transforms into an incredible whole house
cleaning system!
Sienna brings you the next GIANT leap in floor care and whole house cleaning…, the Visio
Window Steam Cleaner, Aqua Fusion Steam Mop and Luna Pet Steam Cleaning System Steam!!
See all our products at
www.anvidproducts.com

http://www.buysiennaproducts.com

